
ITEM QTY UNIT UNIT TOTAL
PRICE PRICE

1 1 L.S.

$ $

2 8410 SF.

$ $

BID PROPOSAL

HUTTIG, ARKANSAS

CAFETORIUM REHABILITATION 

Furnish all labor and equipment necessary to remove 
existing gutter system, remove existing mechanical 
equipment, and any other incidental items to clean 
and prepare the existing roof for the proposed 
overlay, per plans and specifications for the lump 
sum price of

________________________________
________________________________

Dollars and
Cents/L.S.

________________________________ Dollars and

Furnish and install a new Fleece-Backed TPO 
membrane roofing system for the proposed overlay 
mathcing the slope of the existing roof. Including 
reattaching or replacement of existing gutter system 
and all apparatuses for a complete and fuctional roof 
system per plans and specifications for the square 
foot price of 

P-2

DESCRIPTION

________________________________ Cents/SF.



ITEM QTY UNIT UNIT TOTAL
PRICE PRICE

3 100 SF.

$ $

$

NOTES:

TOTAL BASE BID

P-3

BID PROPOSAL CONTINUED

DESCRIPTION

Dollars and

Any concrete decking to be replaced that is deemed 
to be damaged and authorized to be repalced by the 
engineer per plans and specifications for the square 
foot price of

________________________________
________________________________ Cents/SF.

1) Miscellaneous items, directed work, etc., not specifically listed but required to complete the proposed improvements 
to a complete and operational roofing system shall be included in the Bid under the most appropriate Bid Item.
2) Time required to complete base bid work shall be   120    calendar days.



ITEM QTY UNIT UNIT TOTAL
PRICE PRICE

4 1 L.S.

$ $

5 1 L.S.

$ $

$

$

TOTAL ADDITIVE ALERNATE #1

TOTAL BASE BID PLUS ADDITIVE ALERNATE #1

P-4

DESCRIPTION

BID PROPOSAL CONTINUED

________________________________ Cents/L.S

Furnish and install all material and labor to remove 
and replace exterior and interior doors as per plans 
and specifications for the lump sum price of

________________________________ Dollars and
Cents/L.S.________________________________

Furnish and install all material and labor to remove 
and replace exterior and interior windows as per 
plans and specifications for the lump sum price of

________________________________ Dollars and

ADDITIVE  ALERNATE #1
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